
 

 
BOBBY WITHOUT ORGANS

 
A tragedy in 3 acts

 
Daniel Hüttler as 1/DOBBY
Julian Siffert as 2/ROBBIE
Winona Hudec as 3/TAMMY
Teuta Jonuzi as 4/DEBBIE
Pawel Szostak as 5/DAVY

Janina Weißengruber as 6/TOBY
Saara Hukka as 7/JODY

Klaus Rabeder as 8/KODY
Pille-Riin Jaik as 9/FRODY
Kai Trausenegger as 10/GADY



LEVEL 1: BARBARIC MACHINE

BACKGROUND UNREAL STARTING PLATFORM WITH STONE

NO MUSIC

Bobby looks around 15 sec. without a tone, then comes a
signal

CUT TO:

2/ROBBIE
Bobby?!?! What the fuck happened???

NPCs are holding organs and limbs of BOBBY, there is blood
on the floor and everyone is confused. The confusion lasts
for about 30 seconds or longer where people are still trying
to figure out what happened. DEBBIE is holding her head and
staring in shock into the camera without saying anything.
DAVY [the floating head] is over exagerately crying.

At some point Davy stops crying and turns to Bobby

It is cold and everyone except Davy tries to warm themselves
up.

5/DAVY
Okay now for real nown Bobby. Its
time to stop with your
shenaningans. You are the chosen
one. The one the prophecy was
always talking about..

It was a nice Partytrick to explode
on all of us just because you didnt
want to do the fire but dont you
dare to just bail on us you lazy
fuck. Cant you see that they are
just headless chicken without your
guidance. You cant just escape your
responsibilities. You are a
decisionmaker. A true leader. The
hero we all deserve.

You are the only one who figured
out how all this stuff works here.
Truly the greatest of all minds.
Its really a shame.

Debbie stands up from kneeling on the floor and runs up
close to the camera

4/DEBBIE
Please my love, please save us
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Debbie starts kissing the camera a few times passionately

4/DEBBIE
Please, Please, Please. I am
freezing. Now you can't even hug me
any more. Look, everyone is
freezing in this strange world you
brought us! What kind of strange
place is this even?

2/ROBBIE
Okay, we get it you don't like to
work, but we will have to ask you
again to make us warm again!

8/KODY
(LAGGY and waving the
cellphone to the camera)

come on you lazy fuck! My battery
is running out!

Frody is lagging a LOT

7/JODY
You are finding yourself in an
empty space here. Brains don’t like
that, do they?

(Waits for an answer)

10/GADY
(LAGGY and interrupting)

We are ALL freezing

10/GADY takes the piece of flesh from the ground and hands
it to 7/JODY

10/GADY
(LAGGY impacient)

Just go on with it!

7/JODY is near the camera and talking to it, she has a
"Shamanic role now for the NPCs, this means that only 7/JODY
and 5/DAVY adress the camera and all the others talk to
BOBBY indirectly in third person.

7/JODY
Alright alright

(MORE)
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7/JODY (CONT'D)
(takes the piece of flesh
and stares a the camera)

Ok now, excuse my colleague here
but he has been trained to be the
impatient one, if you know what I
mean...

Now! To the game; this temperature
is freezing us in here,

(points at FRODY)
you see?? and even if you might not
feel it, it is set to get warmer in
this room. You and your liver will
achieve this, you
(points into the camera) only have
to choose one of the following
three ways

(Starts to make a list
with their fingers and
starts to pretend as if
reading SLOWLY from a
list)

a). you mold your liver into a
thing called a "sheep", raise it
over the course of a couple of
years, feed it, care for it, love
it and harvest its wool to make a
tedious pullover.

(makes a funny face
towards the camera)

Everyone makes a frowning face

7/JODY
(continues reading from
the list)

b). I put your liver to rest, let
it rot and we are all gonna stare
at the sky until the next sun
arises

(waits a bit to see a
reaction of BOBBY)

Everyone nods towards BOBBY because they want BOBBY to
Choose b)

7/JODY
or c). you gather a pile of
wood......

(MORE)
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7/JODY (CONT'D)
(pauses for a bit)

meaning you use your liver to start
a fire....

1/DOBBY
What do you want to do?

40 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

There is a specific music that signals that BOBBY made a
decision.

After hearing the signal everyone pretends to be happy

2/ROBBIE
(talking to the person to
their right)

Yeah… Of course they took the
bonfire – I told you!
everyone’s always gonna choose
that….

VIRTUAL BONFIRE APPEARS IN THE BACKGROUND.

6/TOBY
GREAT! now we have fire… we can all
finally burn in hell.

ALL
(in failed unison)

Hey Toby, shut up

1/DOBBY puts themselves between 6/TOBY and the Camera

1/DOBBY
(Talking to 6/Toby)

Leave them alone. Almost everyone
would have brought fire to an empty
room if they would’ve had a sheep
as second and MORE void as a third
choice, besides, we need the fire
to get warm ourselves, can you see
now how BOBBY is thinking for all
of us?

4/DEBBIE
Yes, Thank you BOBBY, you are the
best! I LOVE you

EVERYONE thanks BOBBY indirectly
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9/FRODY stands up and takes the liver, then talks to the sky

9/FRODY
(Giggling and talking to
the sky)

Ohhhh BOBBY oh BOBBY!
If you’d have chosen your liver to
rot our live would have continued
in the most amazing way: The earth
would’ve eaten your liver. A lot of
new, young livers would’ve grown to
provide us with endless livers!
That’s what you could have done
with your liver, BOBBY, thats how
amazing your organs are.

(gets impatient)
SO PRECIOUS, let’s go on!

9/FRODY wears the Liver slowly, everyone is slowly getting
more warm and confortable

All just stand there like NPCs

2/ROBBIE
Although I am getting warmer I
still feel lonely in this place,
isn't there a way we could feel
more comfortable here?

10/GADY
YEA, Robbie is right, lets work
this place UP; GROW!

1/DOBBY goes to pick up the intestines

5/DAVY
Here is your next organ BOBBY

1/DOBBY tries to give the Guts to 7/JODY but 4/DEBBIE comes
and takes them.

4/DEBBIE
(talking to the camera)

BOBBY, before you make this
decision i need to let you know
something

(Looks down, pauses a bit
and looks up to the
camera and gets close)

you know I love you...
sorry, you couldn't know, but I
really do, everytime you are here,
I just cannot stand my emotions,
nobody can...
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Everyone in the room shakes their heads thinking WTF is with
her.

4/DEBBIE
And... well, that's it but..

6/TOBY comes to 4/DEBBIE and violently snatches the
intestines away.

6/TOBY
Enough!

6/Toby gives the intestines to 7/JODY and 4/DEBBIE is sad

7/JODY
(grabs the intestines as
if it where a piece of
wood)

Ok! So BOBBY, here, your GUTS,

3/TAMMY
(pointing to their belly)

Its your second brain, the one that
made it out of that hard case of
yours, remember them?

7/JODY
(continues)

Now you will make the choice
between letting TAMMY turn this
empty tubes into tasty sausages,
sell them in your name and make a
fat profit for you...

(Makes a gesture towards
Tammy)

OR! You let Debbie here convert
your pipes into a device that
rechannels airflows into harmonies?

20sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

There is a TONE that signals that BOBBY made a decision and
the same tone the first SOFT background music Starts

4/Debbie is very happy and jumps around (maybe kisses
camera?)

4/DEBBIE
(takes the instestines)

Thank you!
(MORE)
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4/DEBBIE (CONT'D)
(sits and starts to build
the trumpet hidden from
camera)

Although some NPCs seem annoyed, most of them are relieved
by the choice of BOBBY

1/DOBBY
(astonished)

Goood! Good decision BOBBY! It's
great that you'll let us hear what
you sound like, ehm ... sorry, hear
like..

8/KODY
great, now now I'll have to cut off
my ears.

Someone punches 8/KODY with the elbow

There is an awkward moment, it seems like the game cannot
continue without 4/DEBBIE finishing the flute.

4/DEBBIE
(jumps up)

Here! I have it
(plays trumpet, sound
farty)

background music INTENSIFIES

5 sec. PAUSE

10/GADY
(as if suddenly woken up
points to the
greenscreen)

JODY! The Fire isn't gonna last
forever!

7/JODY
(reacting slowly)

Right.....
(looks around)

Where is the leg?

Everyone searches for the Leg, while 5/DAVY is talking to
the Camera. (BOBBY notices here that 5/DAVY is special)
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5/DAVY
(talking to the Camera)

They have been lost here for days!
Besides cold, they are hungry you
know...

Someone finds the Leg and passes it to 7/JODY

7/JODY
NEXT organ BOBBY, you still there?

(waits a bit as if to get
a response from BOBBY)

Great!, we are getting warmed up!

7/JODY
The next organ you can use here is
your leg, the one im holding here
in my hands. With it, you can
either:

(Takes a breath)
Take us to the end of the world and
back, travel a million miles
without rest, see the globe from
all its roofs and never get tired;
breath all the different air and
drink every different water, taste
every food and know every angle
this word has to offer... OR

(points at the
greenscreen and says)

See that fire right there? , well
the second option is we throw your
leg over that fire and eat it..

(pauses for a bit)
Tough decision, I know, but it's
yours to make...

20 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

There is a sound that signals that BOBBY made a decision.

1/DOBBY
(relieved and to the Sky)

BOBBY, thank you a lot really, I
haven had a meal in years!

Jody throws the Leg towards the greenscreen (gently)

The leg falls on the floor, there is 15sec. silence and then
there is a Signal (like microwave) that means the Leg is
ready
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ALL NPCs (everyone besides 5/DAVY) jump at the leg and try
to get a bite (this means that all action is happening in
one corner)

There is an eating scene, everybody is eating and munching
loud (SPECIAL EFFECTS OF EATING) with their hands, this goes
on for about a minute.

9/FRODY
Wow, this is sooooo good!

All continue eating and munching.

3/TAMMY
Yea! Have you been working out?
This leg tastes Delicious!

7/JODY stands up and adresses BOBBY

7/JODY
BOBBY!

Everyone stands up and is an NPC

7/JODY
(continues)

You have showed your commitment,
you have prooven that you care for
the consequences of your actions.
I think you are ready for the next
level, am I right?

(turns and looks at the
rest of the NPCs)

Some nod

MUSIC INTENSIFIES

5/DAVY
Alright Bobby, show us where your
other organs are....

HARD CUT TO:

LOADING BACKGROUND + LOADING MUSIC

NPCs are standing around, as if lost in limbo

CUT TO:
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LEVEL 2: DESPOTIC MACHINE

THE BACKGROUND IS A MEDIEVAL TAVERN

There is another MUSIC playing in the BACKGROUND

Everyone pretends as if they have been in this tavern for a
long time already, 2/ROBBIE, 9/FRODY and 6/TOBY "sitting" on
a table and drunk; 1/DOBBY and 4/DEBBIE are chatting with
each other; 10/GADY and 3/TAMMY are frozen, as if glitching
repeatiging the same short gesture; 8/KODY is still sitting
in the ground looking at their cellphone

9/FRODY
I just love it here, a beer please!

(pretends to get and
drink a beer)

3/TAMMY
(unfreezes)

Oh hey, bet you will miss you liver
here...

(goes towards the table)

7/JODY
(to BOBBY)

Sorry! We got distracted, care for
a drink?

(looks at BOBBY as if
waiting [10 sec.]for an
answer)

5/DAVY
You sure are thirsty...

7/JODY
Alright alrigh!

10/GADY
(unfreezing)

We have no time for drinks!

2/ROBBIE, 9/FRODY and 6/TOBY look at 10/GADY meaning; ohhhh
please...

Dobby stands up with a glass in their hands and walks
towards BOBBY as if offering a drink

1/DOBBY
Come on BOBBY, join in!

7/JODY
(stoping DOBBY)

Well, but before that..
(MORE)
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7/JODY (CONT'D)
(points at BOBBY)

YOU will have to decide how to
drink up.

1/DOBBY
Right! The SPINE!, Robbie, it's
that weird snaky thing next to you,
grab it!

2/ROBBIE picks the spine up

1/DOBBY
(continues)

I love this part

Everyone starts to look at 7/JODY

MUSIC intensifies

7/JODY
So! This here is the ladder to your
brain, the resistor of cosmic
centripetal forces and centrifugal
acceleration, this here, is your
key to cognition, your BACKBONE of
reason, the centre of gravity.

(makes a short pause to
make it more dramatic)

BOBBY!, will you rather use this
piece of genetic brilliance to:
A) Whip ROBBIE!
Or B) use it as a straw to drink
this beer up?

20 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

Everyone frozen waiting in awe. 1/ROBBIE is holding the
spine with both hands and showing to BOBBY how to use it as
a straw

5/DAVY
(very close to BOBBY)

How will you drink something?....
With that keyboard of yours???

There is a TONE that signals that BOBBY made a decision.
(Falls down)

Some look surprised, others (including 8/KODY) laugh

2/ROBBIE
OH BOY, Well, I knew this was going
to end bad
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2/ROBBIE Goes starts to whip himself with the spine and
screams

9/FRODY
(Goes to 2/ROBBIE)

Well, ROBBIE, you were the one
holding the Spine.... Besides, you
know BOBBY does not have a mouth,
why would BOBBY choose to drink
something? Where should it go in?

2/ROBBIE
(continues whipping and
answers to 9/FRODY but
looking at BOBBY)

Yes, you are right, it is a stupid
question, besides, it still could
have been a mistake right? Like
BOBBY pressing the wrong button....
Happens all the time..

10/GADY yawns demonstratively and holds both of BOBBYs arms
in their hands)

9/FRODY looks at 10/GADY and giggles

Everyone returns to what they were doing, as if nothing
happened

10/GADY plays with BOBBYs arms

5/DAVY
(to BOBBY)

As you may have noticed, they also
found your arms in the waiting
room. Consider your next move
carefully.

7/JODY
(Also to BOBBY)

Both your arms are trembling. They
cannot wait to touch what they see.
But what do they see? Do they see
a) an enraged opponent flexing his
biceps demonstratively and growling
angrily at you …"

(points at 6/K)

6/TOBY is growling and flexing biceps

2/ROBBIE continues to whip himself

10/GADY slowly moves Bobby’s arms towards 6/TOBY pretending
to start a fight)
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7/JODY
or do they see b) a soaked wet beer
lable waiting to be scratched off
nervously....

(points at the
greenscreen)

What do your arms want to
see? It’s your decision, isn’t it?"

(grins towards camera,
pauses and continues)

What do you choose? The fight? The
awkward party situation?

20 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

5/DAVY
(Talking to the camera as
if only BOBBY can hear
him)

You can easily beat TOBY, will you
let that chance pass?

There is a TONE that signals that BOBBY made a decision.

2/ROBBIE
(anxiously)

Oh shit… They really did..-..
AGAIN?"

(continues whipping)

A FIGHTISH MUSIC STARTS

4/Debbie takes their flute and starts to make some weird
music (SPECIAL SOUND EFECTS)

6/TOBY growls

ALL get around 6/TOBY and 10/GADY, BOBBY is no longer in the
centre but at the edge of this new circle. 2/ROBBIE
continues to whip himself and 5/DAVY also stays away from
the circle

10/GADY is flexing Bobby’s arms to 6/TOBY as if the arms
would fight them

6/TOBY takes the first hit
(unconfident)

10/GADY starts fighting/slow boxing 6/TOBY with BOBBYs arms
but very “gameish” (fake & slow) for 45 sec.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS FAKE THE PUNCHES (+ THE UFF, UGH & ARRRGH'S)

4/DEBBIE continues to play her anoying flute

Then, 6/TOBY suddently breaks away from the scene

6/TOBY
(screaming)

Fuck this shit!
I won’t do this anymore! ...
I can’t anymore!!
Every time it’s the same! There’s
no satisfaction for me in this
anymore. Am I working to fight or
fighting to work? Huh?? I’m tired!!
I’m getting tired…"

(sad)

10/GADY
(Laughing cynically)

What are you tired from? That’s
your only real scene, man! You’re
literally built for it.

9/FRODY giggles and everyone pretends to laugh but without
sound (JUST ACTION)

6/TOBY
No!. I’m serious, I feel like I’m
getting crazy, I am literally
freaking out, I am out – m-m-
mentally out.

1/DOBBY
(loud voice)

Do you notice that you are now
putting all of this on Bobby? You
know it’s not Bobby’s fault – Bobby
just wants to rebundle their
potential and feel something again.
Leave ‘em the fuck alone!

6/TOBY
(agressive and pointing
towards BOBBY)

Yeah? You think they wanna feel
something? You really think so??
I'ma show them what feeling feels
like!"

6/TOBY approaches BOBBY and starts shadow boxing BOBBY

NO SPECIAL SOUND EFFECTS
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1/DOBBY
(to 6/TOBY)

What the hell are you doing?"

4/DEBBIE
(to the others)

Somebody do something and stop this
[BEEP] [BEEP] [BEEP]

(Continues playing their
flute)

3/TAMMY
(To 4/DEBBIE)

Come on, relax. You know nothing’s
gonna happen. There’s literally
nothing there to punch..

6/TOBY continues airboxing for another 30 sec.

6/TOBY
That’s it!

(pulls a knife out of
their pants and points
it towards BOBBY looking
them in the eye
aggressively)

EVERYONE:
(gasping and in bad
unison)

"WHERE DID YOU GET THIS / THAT / A
DAMN KNIFE?"

6/TOBY
(sweating & breathing
heavily)

It doesn’t matter right now, does
it?

(Turns around as if
threatening the other
NPCs but then stops at
BOBBY and stares)

6/TOBY tries to stab Bobby two times while screaming
"Aaaargh" SPECIAL EFFECTS OF KNIFE SWOOSHING

Everyone is just stiff and staring now (like NPCs)

The third time 6/TOBY tries to stab BOBBY, 5/DAVY takes the
hand of 6/TOBY and guides it with the knife through the
room. Everyone is perplex, not understanding what is going
on because they cannot see 5/DAVY
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2/ROBBIE
(Scared from the corner)

What is going on?!?!

Everyone stares and points at the knife going around,

5/DAVY
(still holding 6/TOBYs
hand, looking at BOBBY
and knowing that nobody
can hear or see him
says)

Ok BOBBY, who is destined for this,
whose Organs do you want to use?

ALL but 5/Davy FREEZE

10 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

There is a TONE that signals that BOBBY made a decision.

ALL unfreeze and continue panic

in Slo-mo: 5/DAVY guides 6/TOBY hand with the knife into
4/DEBBIEs stomach. 4/DEBBIE screams in pain

SOME (EXCPT 5/DAVY)
(in bad unison)

NOOOOO!

Everyone rushes towards 4/DEBBIE but 5/DAVY moves towards
BOBBY and 6/Toby stands where they were.

6/TOBY
(confused about what
happened, looking around
them in panic)

"WH... wha... whaat did just
happen?"

9/FRODY tries to reanimate 4/DEBBIE

2/ROBBIE
(biting their lips)

I told you this place was doomed

7/JODY
(takes 6/TOBY by the
neck)

TOBY! What is your problem! We told
you to STOP
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6/TOBY
I know.. I KNOW! I'm sorry I'm
really sorry!

7/JODY
That won't bring Debbie back, what
the hell!

6/TOBY
I swear I did't do anything!! I
didn't move a single muscle, I
would never hurt anyone of us

(looks in the round)
In fact, i cant!; LOOK

6/TOBY tries to demonstrativly punch somone but they can't

3/TAMMY
(picks up the knife and
not cynically says)

Its just like that fascist monk
justified Japanese expansionism in
the 40's: it must have been the
cosmic energies that

(points at DEBBIEs body)
guided DEBBIES body..

(points to the tip of the
knife)

towards the tip of this knife.

5/DAVY
As you may have noticed, the
decision you made on how to use
your arms was not exactly the best
one. To be exact, it was the worst.

(Looks pitiful and sighs)
What your arms wanted to see in the
end, what they turned into is the
body of our dearest DEBBIE.
Not everyone liked her; but she was
someone... not like you.

(grim look to the camera)

4/DEBBIE lays on the floor, 6/TOBY is on the edge of the
greenscreen covering their face.

The group goes back to their initial posiitons
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7/JODY
(with a weird and a bit
trembling voice)

The next decision you’ll have to
make provides you with the
possibility to make it all right
again.... Do You understand that??"

(silently, almost
whispering very closely
to camera)

Please understand that, we haven’t
had this kind of situation – We're
all new to that choice, you know?
Right?

1/DOBBY
BOBBY will understand!

3/TAMMY
Yea right, as if anything involving
a colon will do any good...

10/GADY
Shut up TAMMY, the quicker BOBBY
gets to use their ORGANS the faster
we will be gone from here

10/GADY takes the colon organ and passes it to JODY

10/GADY
Go on with it!

7/JODY
(loud)

The choice you have now is:
Either! You use your colon to
punish the responsible for Debbies
death – OR you give your colon to
KODY as a scarf.

(showing the colon to the
camera  and points to
8/KODY sitting on the
floor)

15 sec. PAUSE (BOBBY DECIDING + BOBBY DECISION MUSIC)

There is a TONE that signals that BOBBY made a decision.

7/JODY sighss and looks relieved. He throws the colon in
8/KODY direction, 8/KODY looks up from their cellphone and
crawls fast towards the colon.

8/KODY picks the colon and wears it
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9/FRODY
(to 8/KODY)

Suits you very well!

Everyone is claps and is happy for approx 10 sec.

3/TAMMY
Yes, not bad for an asshole

8/KODY
Wow! Thank you BOBBY, this really
means a lot, you know, im not the
most popular here but this scarf
will make me pretty famous around
this shaby town. Next time we
freeze, im gonna be able to stand
up to it. I wont have to beg for
help and loose my time by looking
at this stupid cellphone, as a
matter of fact.....

(drops the cellphone to
the ground)

An Eerie music starts to gain intensity in the background
(It is clear that someething in not right)

2/ROBBIE
Something is not right! I feel it!

5/DAVY goes behind 8/KODY and starts to choke them

8/KODY
I will quit this habit, i CHOOSE
LIFE!

Music intensifies

8/KODY starts to slowly choke, a SPECIAL EFFECT makes the
thightening of the Colon clear.

8/KODY
(slowly choking)

ohg, what is happening?

EVERYONE
(in bad unison)

BOBBY stop!

Someone asks BOBBY why they're doing this (they don't see
5/DAVY)

MUSIC is very loud
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panic for some 10 sec.

Then FREEZE OF ALL NPC

HARD CUT TO:

LOADING BACKGROUND + LOADING MUSIC

all NPCs are standing around, as if lost in limbo, the dead
ones get up.

FADE TO:

LEVEL 3: CAPITALIST MACHINE

BACKGROUND IS A HUGE FACTORY STORAGE + NEW BACKGROUND MUSIC

Everyone is in their starting position, including the dead
NPCs

____ORGAN: SKIN (FASHION)______________

5/DAVY
As you may already assume, your
choices unfortunaley were not the
best. Or Better said: they were the
worst you could choose;

6/TOBY approaches the camera

6/TOBY
(points towards the
camera)

Keep on playing like that BOBBY,
like this, all this will end soon I
hope!

3/TAMMY
(cynically)

Yeah! BOBBY really is the best at
it, even if it seems they ain't
even trying!

6/TOBY
Right BOBBY, just keep on doing
what you are doing.

1/DOBBY
(adressing BOBBY)

Well, if I was you I would think of
my answers a bit longer.

(MORE)
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1/DOBBY (CONT'D)
I would ask myself if it wouldn't
be better to consider that your
decisions will have a great impact,
I want to ask you... Do you really
think, that all of this is really
only just about playing around with
your bodyparts?

4/DEBBIE
(dreamy)
Being pure mind is sexy but being a
thoughtful mind is even sexier!

3/TAMMY
Hmm.. Wouldn't you prefer to be
anybody Bobby?; To have ANY...

(waves the hand under the
camera as to point out
that BOBBY does not have
a body)

...BODY?

7/JODY picks up the skin and approaches BOBBY with it in
their hands

7/JODY
ANY BODY. That's the right
codeword!, BOBBY, look what we
found; it's your biggest organ,
your dress, your shell, the wrap
around, the end of ends, your
protection against the OUTSIDE:
your skin.

(finster look)
(slowly showing to the
camera the skin they
carry in their hands)

4/DEBBIE approaches, tries to smell the skin and eat it

7/JODY
(Jacking it away from
4/DEBBIE)

Stop it DEBBIE!!

4/DEBBIE
(screaming)

NO!! Bobby belongs to me! Let me
have his skin, I am addicted to it,
the smell, the touch, it's the only
thing that's left.

(MORE)
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4/DEBBIE (CONT'D)
(sobbing)

Don't take this away from me,
please! You can't do that Jody. You
took away so much already! (really
sad and helpless)

7/JODY and 4/DEBBIE both start picking on the skin, both of
them wanting to take it.

7/JODY
(distracted)

Where was I?.... ah! Right: your
skin...

4/DEBBIE
(screaming)

Leave it! You're ruining
everything!

The other characters (except for 5/DAVY and 6/TOBY) get
involved and start talking to 7/JODY and 4/DEBBIE trying to
deescalate the situation.

A fight starts and voices are mixed together.

2/ROBBIE
We have to get out of this loop.

8/KODY
Fighting this skin won't make it
for us. Projecting everything on
this thing just won't help. This
isn't Bobby, it's an empty
membrane, empty. Bobby got off the
hook way earlier, don't you all get
that?

(comes closer and looks
at Bobby)

Right Bobby? You don't feel
anything, do you?

(picks the skin trying to
make Bobby hurt)

8/KODY
What the hell is going on here??!!
Just tear that shit up!!

(screaming)

Suddenly all characters freeze, two of them holding it.
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5/DAVY
Ohwowowo! I had to stop here. Now
even the one who was not moving all
year woke up! Listen Bobby, don't
let yourself be fooled. (grinning)

5/DAVY goes behind the skin, so it looks like 5/DAVY is
wearing BOBBYS skin.

5/DAVY
How do I look? How beautiful is it.
Your skin Bobby. Can I take it? I
think your time is up anyways.

2/ROBBIE
(unfreezing and looking
around in a disturbed
way)

What was that?? What was this
voice?

(looking "blindly" at
5/DAVY and then freezing
again)

5/DAVY looks surprised and takes the arm of BOBBYs skin and
says

5/DAVY
Silence! NOW!

(Adressing the camera)
Bobby, it seems as if you've
arrived at the end of this. You
don't have legs, arms, organs and
skin anymore. You gave them away!

You took many wrong paths and you
made bad decisions. But isn't that
part of what you became? Bobby you
are, the Bobby you have always
been. A Bobby without Organs.

(pauses shortly)

Oh my dear Bobby.. Did you see
these people fighting over your
skin?? Over the skin of an idol
they’ve been knowing for some time
now. Delicious..

(grinning)
What do you think? Good decisions?
Bad decisions? Do you even have a
choice?

(MORE)
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5/DAVY (CONT'D)
A choice about the quality of the
decisions you’re going to make?

(waits for a second)
Ohhhh Bobby-Bob!!! I am happy to
finally see you realizing the
influence you have on people!!
You’re a good boy. And you realized
it, right?

(pause, maybe sobbing)
I didn’t, you know? I want to
become you Bobby! I want to be like
you! Abstract…. only idea-… so ..
silent.. so grown-up and humble,
detached from the pains of
physicality. A person who allows
themselves also bad decisions
sometimes.

(loud)
But you got me stuck Bobby!!

(pressing voice)
You got me stuuuck!
Now, I cannot feel anything except
my face Bobby!!! My head is sooo
heavy, it takes so much strength to
keep it up.. I really feel like
exploding, I feel like biting.

(breathing heavily)

(looking down)
 But you know what … Bobby?

(looking up)

It was worth it!

The pain of being stuck in this
endless loop is the only thing I
remember. Re…member…re…member..

(seeming to glich)
Maybe in the end us two are more
similar than I thought think. We…
both don’t own arms or, legs or a
stomach anymore. But you gave away
your skin, it's mine now, I will
wear it until this whole scene
breaks apart and everything starts
anew again. Do you get it Bobby? Do
you feel sorry for them?

(MORE)
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 (CONT'D)
(pointing at the other
characters who suddenly
unfreeze and do their
NPC behaviour not caring
about head or Bobby
anymore)

They don't even notice you're there
anymore. After hundreds of times
they've seemed to have learned when
is the best moment to turn their
brains off. I at least I still have
my face. I wanted to give it away
but I am happy I kept it....

(voice becomes more
silent and fades)

There is the sound of an explosion, the picture turns black
abruptly and the play ends.

FADE TO BLACK.


